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We recognize the need for a shared understanding of the expectations of the Agency’s TPL program with the other 
Suppliers, while promoting, facilitating, and enforcing a module design that best fulfills the Agency’s goals. HMS’ TPL 
System Module incorporates the Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) objectives for supporting 
interoperability and integration using open architecture standards throughout the project, from strategy though 
implementation, as well as providing the following benefits to the Agency: 

 A modern, intuitive, and user-friendly system that can interface with other systems and platforms  

 World class data integrity for member, provider, transaction and case management  

 A secure, interoperable, flexible, and scalable system that will be relevant and current for decades  

Exhibit Q-1 shows a representative depiction of our TPL System Module solution within a Medicaid Enterprise Solution 
(MES). 
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HMS’ MES team has in-depth knowledge of the business rules that make the TPL System Module operate smoothly and 
successfully. Since implementing InRule, the team has expanded its knowledge to include maximizing the value of the 
product to configure, support, and maintain business rules. We will work with the Agency to provide the services and training 
needed by users of the tool. This includes rule authoring and rule integration training sessions conducted over WebEx® by a 
live instructor. Rule Authoring training is designed for all InRule users. Rule Integration training is more business 
analyst/developer focused, with an emphasis on configuring InRule for the Agency’s environment. 

INRULE PRODUCTS, FUNCTIONS, AND FEATURES 
HMS uses InRule’s BRMS, depicted at a high level in Exhibit Q-2, to centralize business rules and create a single source of 
truth for business rules decisions. The BRMS enables authorized business and technical users to author, store, manage, 
execute, and analyze business decision logic in one location. This facilitates faster change cycles, a lower risk for errors, 
and greater transparency into business decisions. The Business Rules Engine (BRE) is an important component of the 
BRMS. This engine executes the business rules and logic created by the users in the BRMS. The BRE provides consistency 
and precision in the application of the business decisions. 

Exhibit Q-2 HMS’ BRMS Components 
The HMS Business Rules Management System employs InRule components to manage TPL business rules. 
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The following InRule BRMS products are included in the HMS TPL System Module: 

 irAuthor® – Offers an intuitive interface that makes it fast and easy to write business rules and change them. With this 
tool, both business and technical users can express simple or complex rules in both human and machine-readable 
formats. irAuthor enables the configuration of the rule-writing environment to meet the needs of technical and non-
technical users. 

 irVerify® – Enables users to confirm that rules are executing as expected by testing them on demand. It tests the impact 
of changes on business rules and logic without affecting production. With irVerify, rules are tested as the user writes 
them, so that users know immediately if their rule is returning the expected results. irVerify works without the need for a 
separate test environment for testing individual rule changes after the project goes into production. 

 irCatalog® – This is a business rule management tool that provides a central location to manage business rules and 
ensures the integrity of business rules, maintains version of rules, and promotes sharing of common rules across 
processes or applications. 

 irServer® – This service executes pre-defined rules, then returns the output, which includes the results of the rule 
execution as well as optional logging information. 

Exhibit Q-3 highlights how our business rules engine, InRule, is implemented as part of the HMS TPL solution. 
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  Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No  Attachment File Name:  N/A 

3  Workflow ‐ Describe in detail what programs, methods, solutions are used for a configurable workflow solution including 
the proposed solution’s capacity to configure, support and maintain a workflow solution (e.g., add, modify, or 
remove/retire existing workflow configurations), the type of resource and necessary skill set(s) required for workflow 
management. Describe the change management processes associated with a workflow solution.  

In addition, describe in detail your approach to meet each of the Workflow requirements stated in Attachment P, Workflow 
Section, SYSMOD194‐SYSMOD211. Your response should include the requirement number identified in the attachment, 
followed by your detailed response. 

A3  Answer # 3 

The following responses to requirements SYSMOD194 through SYSMOD211 describe in detail our ability to meet the stated 
requirements. 

WORKFLOW SOLUTION  
The HMS TPL System Module uses the enterprise- class Appian COTS product for its workflow solution. Appian built its 
applications for easy use by business-centric, non-technical staff to configure, manage, and rapidly implement automated 
business processes and workflows. Appian provides web interfaces for adding, modifying, and testing changes without 
production impacts, as well as for removing and retiring workflow configurations. The intuitive design of Appian lessens the 
need for long ramp-up and training periods for Agency team members.   

Appian has role-based access and authorization, which allows the Agency to segregate duties and direct work to the 
individual level. Supervisors charged with managing workflow can dynamically adjust workflow queues as required when 
backlog or priorities shift.  

Appian is loosely coupled but tightly integrated with our BRE. This allows business rule events to trigger workflows through 
automation. We implement Appian at the enterprise level of architecture so that it is available to interoperate and interface 
with external entities.  

Through Appian’s GUI and point-and-click technology, the Agency and its authorized users—those with skill sets ranging 
from business analysts, policy administrators and technical personnel who are closest to the TPL processes—will benefit 
from streamlined business processes and workflow automation.  
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automated processes. If the tasks require multiple workers to perform individual parts of the business process, the attached 
information flows with the task to each worker. 

HMS has implemented the workflow/business process tool so that all parts of the solution and other external solutions can 
seamlessly share workflow activities. The workflow/business process tool maintains automated monitoring, dashboards, and 
alerts about the health of the workflows. Our workflow solution is automated to the extent that it enforces workflow/business 
process rules and structure, thereby ensuring compliance with defined processes. A worker cannot deviate from the 
workflow without supervisor override. 

  Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No  Attachment File Name:  N/A 

4  Notifications ‐ Describe in detail the methods and processes used to generate, print, and mail TPL correspondence including 
the proposed solution’s capacity to configure, support and maintain correspondence management functionality (e.g., add, 
modify, or remove correspondence), the type of resource and necessary skill set(s), required for correspondence 
management functions, and the change management processes associated with correspondence management. 

In addition, describe in detail your approach to meet each of the Correspondence Management requirements stated in 
Attachment P, Notifications Section, SYSMOD165‐SYSMOD168. Your response should include the requirement number 
identified in the attachment, followed by your detailed response. 

A4  Answer # 4 

The following responses to requirements SYSMOD165 through SYSMOD168 describe in detail our ability to meet the stated 
requirements. 

NOTIFICATIONS  
The TPL System Module deploys cloud-based services to generate, print, and mail TPL correspondence. The cloud platform 
offers near-instantaneous scaling capability to handle volume spikes or sustained demand. We segment the configuration, 
support, and maintenance of correspondence management from the module’s cloud platform: That is, HMS personnel 
maintain control of the document templates and data and the cloud platform handles the print and mail infrastructure.  

Because the contents of the correspondence are critical to successful TPL program administration, we will collaborate with 
the Agency and obtain its approval before placing a template in production. Business analysts and other users can easily 
design and setup templates using either Microsoft Word or the tools resident in the correspondence management 
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In addition, describe in detail your approach to meet each of the requirements related to Report Management stated in 
Attachment P, Reporting Section, SYSMOD174‐SYSMOD177. Your response should include the requirement number 
identified in the attachment, followed by your detailed response. 

A5  Answer # 5 

The following responses to requirements SYSMOD174 through SYSMOD177 describe in detail our ability to meet the stated 
requirements. 

REPORTING 
HMS’ TPL System Module uses the Tableau® suite of products as a base for reporting and data analytics. Tableau analyzes 
data, produces meaningful visual representations of the data, and reports the data in the required reporting formats.  

HMS’ reporting process will involve implementing the Agency’s required standard TPL reports in Tableau, which are stored 
in the Tableau Server. Using the scheduling package, Tivoli Work Scheduler® (TWS), we schedule reports within the module 
to run based on day, frequency, and/or time. Authorized users can view the reports catalog that houses report metadata on 
the Tableau server to initiate reports directly from the server. Using industry standard REST protocols, Tableau can gather 
data from various sources internal to the HMS TPL System Module and external to other entities to compile complex reports 
and perform data analysis and/or data visualizations. 

The Agency can look forward to a quick response to ad-hoc report requests as a result of the reporting element of the TPL 
System Module. As with other elements of our solution, we selected Tableau, a COTS product, because it does not require 
IT professionals, (programmers, system analysts, data administrators, etc.), to effectively use it for most business reporting 
needs. The skill level necessary to use Tableau is commensurate with a business analyst who has a basic understanding of 
the data. Tableau also has advanced features for complex reporting that require the knowledge of more technical or “power’ 
users. 

To maintain quality control and accuracy, HMS manages changes to standard report templates through the change 
management process described earlier in our responses to Questions # 1, # 3, and # 6.  
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In addition, describe in detail your approach to meet the Carrier Billing requirements stated in Attachment P, Carrier Billing 
Section, SYSMOD33‐SYSMOD37. Your response should include the requirement number identified in the attachment, 
followed by your detailed response. 

A6  Answer # 6 

The following responses to requirements SYSMOD33 through SYSMOD37 describe in detail our ability to meet the stated 
requirements. 

CARRIER BILLING  
HMS’ TPL System Module’s carrier billing features and functions work to ensure the identification, preparation, and 
submission of Medicaid TPL claims to liable third parties. This is performed in strict conformance with state and federally 
mandated guidelines and the time frames associated with the policies and direction established by the Agency.   

 
 

The module also performs validation checks to eliminate claim populations identified by the Agency as exempt from the 
carrier billing program. Editing capabilities within the module permit management, modification, and configuration of billing 
rules rapidly. This includes the adjustment of selection criteria for claims and populations to include additional types of data 
to meet the Agency’s timely billing requirements. 

Confidential and Proprietary 
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Exhibit Q-18 illustrates the TPL System Module’s carrier billing process. The commercial recovery process begins when the 
system has identified the existence of TPL for Medicaid members or receives the TPL from an external source. All identified 
third party payer information is stored in the NEDP. With the identification of TPL, the system initiates comprehensive billing 
processes to recover funds. 

Exhibit Q-18 HMS’ Carrier Billing Program  
Our billing process maximizes the recoupment of funds for the Agency. 

 

The following paragraphs describe the primary functions the module completes to ensure that liable third parties are 
appropriately billed in a timely manner following the receipt of claims and eligibility information from the Agency. 

STEP 1: SELECT CLAIMS AFTER DATA MATCH TO IDENTIFY TPL 
Using the TPL identification data match results, the module performs a match to the cumulative Agency-paid claims history 
file. The system continually updates this data repository of claims as it receives new interfaces of paid claims data. This 
particular match process enables the identification of claims paid by Medicaid during the last three years for which a third 
party may be liable. Using the historical paid claims data, our system identifies the claims paid for a Medicaid member where 
there is newly identified third party coverage. 

APPLY CONFIGURABLE BUSINESS RULES 
After selecting claims for billing, the TPL System Module applies Agency-approved business rules (i.e., previously billed 
claims, aggregate claims, etc.,) to ensure accurate billings.  
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ANALYZE POLICY COVERAGE 
Before submitting claims to insurance carriers, the system’s automated process validates that the third-party coverage is 
consistent with the services the member received. To minimize billing claims for non-covered services, the system uses 
available coverage codes, data maps, and category-of-service codes from the Medicaid Paid Claims File. This process also 
helps to minimize the number of denial Explanations of Benefits (EOBs) sent to Medicaid members or policyholders for 
denied claims.  

STEP 2: CREATE CLAIMS BILLING 
Once the claims are deemed suitable for recovery, the system initiates direct billing to the carrier in accordance with federal 
and state regulations and policies using HIPAA-compliant EDI standards.  

APPLY CUSTOMIZABLE CLAIM EDITS 
The TPL System Module can be configured to apply claim level edits according to Agency- and carrier-specific requirements 
and policies. Some examples of claim level edits include procedure codes, procedure modifiers, facility types, rate codes, 
and claims associated with certain members and/or providers. This specificity in our systems confirms that billings abide by 
client- and insurance carrier-specific requirements and policies, such as excluding confidential or sensitive services.  

Our claim-level checks also prepare the claims in the correct format for the carrier to process. The system performs 
validation checks against the Provider Demographic File, National Drug Code listing, ICD-9/10 code sets, and others, to 
confirm that the entities and medical or pharmacy codes are valid. To protect the interest of the Agency, the system 
generates claims with the greatest likelihood of recovery and the least likelihood of abrasion.  

STEP 3: PERFORM QUALITY ASSURANCE 
After completing the final claims selection process, the system produces summary Quality Assurance/Cycle reports for 
internal review and approval. The billing reports can be compared against an established internal QA checklist that contains 
all Agency- or carrier -specific edits to meet the requirements to bill claims. The HMS system has the option of suspending 
the claims to carriers until the cycle has been approved for release. 
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STEP 4: SUBMIT CLAIMS/BILLINGS TO LIABLE THIRD PARTY 
After the cycle of claims has been approved for submission, the system prepares and submits billing to carriers using the 
most effective method: electronic, clearinghouse, or mail. The system selects the most appropriate method based on the 
carrier’s profile. Approximately 80% of commercial billings are electronic or via clearinghouse for HMS’ client base. Exhibit 
Q-19 describes our three direct-billing methods. 
Exhibit Q-19 HMS’ TPL Billing Methods 
To meet the needs of payers, HMS uses a range of billing approaches to maximize results for our clients. 
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As illustrated in Exhibit Q-20, A/R Claim Tracker application allows users to utilize 23 unique data points to closely monitor 
the life cycle of a claim from the point of billing to claim payment and denial status. The search function provides an intuitive 
dashboard including both summary and detailed views of claims billed to carriers for review and reporting. Comprehensive 
real-time results report on 32 individual data elements organized by liable insurance, claims, provider and adjudication 
information. A/R Claim Tracker also allows users to export the information to an Excel file or PDF for further analysis and 
review. Additionally, secure access to the application can be granted immediately for Agency users. 

Exhibit Q-20 A/R Claim Tracker Features 
A/R Claim Tracker allows for transparency into the lifecycle of all billed claims. 
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Exhibit Q-21 shows how users can filter and search based on a comprehensive set of criteria, including Social Security 
number (SSN) and Date of Birth (DOB).  

Exhibit Q-21 A/R Claim Tracker’s Search Functionality 
A/R Claim Tracker provides staff with the tools necessary to monitor contract activity and track project success. 
 

 

 

Next is Exhibit Q-22, which illustrates the level of claim detail viewable in A/R Claim Tracker. 
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Exhibit Q-22 A/R Claim Tracker Displays Detailed Claim-Recovery–Status Information 
The level of detail provided in A/R Claim Tracker provides insight to the Agency of our recovery activities. 
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 Drag-and-drop user interface for analyzing data 

 Dashboards that allow for multiple views of data to be created 

 Sharing capabilities through the web. 

 These resources include “at-a-glance” access to valuable TPL System Module results. We provide an example of one of 
these dashboards in Exhibit Q-23. 

Exhibit Q-23 Tableau Dashboard Example. 
HMS leverages data driven technology to fulfill comprehensive reporting needs, including Tableau. 
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To maximize recoveries for the Agency, our effective follow-up processes make sure that the correct payers pay for 
Medicaid members’ services. Following Agency defined valid response protocols (paid, denied, open, etc.,) we analyze, 
correct, and automatically resubmit inappropriately rejected and denied claims as well as claims that remain open on the 
A/R within six months, or a specified time-frame, from the initial billing. Our follow-up protocols include denial analysis, 
correct payer analysis, and obtaining additional claims details including explanation of benefits (EOB) research and 
documentation.  

As depicted in Exhibit Q-25, we actively monitor the processing of claims submitted to third parties. Our A/R system 
generates reports that we use to monitor adjudication rates, identify non-adjudicated-claim populations, and rebill open and 
denied claims.  

Exhibit Q-25 Monitoring of Claims Submitted to Third Parties 
Our proven processes allow us to actively monitor and report on the processing of claims submitted to liable third parties. 
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Our module and work processes maximize HIPP opportunities by accomplishing the following: 

 Identifying potential program enrollees through our internal data-mining process 

 Documenting the collaboration with healthcare providers, insurers, and employers 

 Supporting the review of referral leads 

 Our system supports the program application process, determines the cost-effectiveness of initial and continued 
enrollment, and provides the information needed to interact effectively with all stakeholders by educating them and 
answering questions about the program.  

HMS’ system supports the processes and resources required to identify program members, enroll them in the program, and 
administer the payment requirements so that the State pays members’ group insurance premiums that are less expensive 
than costs associated with Medicaid enrollment. HMS’ HIPP solution for the Agency will expertly:   

 Support the discovery of the existence of employer-sponsored insurance for state Medicaid members  

 Perform the cost-effective equation to determine if purchasing the member’s employer sponsored insurance is more 
advantageous compared to paying the claims directly 

 Support the administration of all aspects of the process for program enrollment and ongoing premium payments to the 
group insurance plan  

 Support the periodic evaluations of the program to ensure that it is producing value to both the Agency and the members 
it serves  

HMS currently operates nine HIPP programs and one CHIPRA (Children's Health Insurance Program Reauthorization Act) 
program, with our longest running program operating more than 24 consecutive years. From our experience, each Agency 
has a unique purpose for their HIPP program. For example, some states choose to use the HIPP program to maximize the 
number of members with insurance coverage, while other states are solely dedicated to only reimbursing insurance 
premiums when the case is clearly cost effective. HMS will configure the TPL System Module to meet the Agency’s HIPP 
Program needs.  

Exhibit Q-27 lists HMS’ current HIPP and CHIPRA clients, the number of lives covered, and notable results we have 
achieved for these clients. 
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Our calculation of medical expenses considers the paid Medicaid claim data, EOBs from private insurers, and estimated 
medical expenditures. We base estimated medical expenditures on age, gender, disability, and special medical conditions. 
Our calculations of wraparound costs or Medicaid secondary payments have a basis of either a derived ratio or actual 
secondary claims paid.  

To determine the cost-effectiveness of enrolling an individual for the Agency, our system compares the estimated cost of the 
insurance policy with the estimated medical costs of members on the case. If the estimated policy costs are less than the 
estimated medical expenditures plus any administrative fees, the system will designate the case as cost-effective and the 
applicant as eligible for HIPP. The estimated policy cost is determined by totaling the following components: 

 Appropriate sum of the annual average medical expense for all members 

 Lower of the annual out-of-pocket policy maximums  

 Lower of the family deductible or individual deductible for Medicaid members 

 Annual case administration cost 

 Annual premium cost 

PIER will be configured with State specific cost-effectiveness formulas, to determine if Medicaid should accept the applicant 
into the Agency’s HIPP program. The system will only enroll applicants who meet the Agency’s requirements. For audit 
purposes, the system stores the calculation in PIER each time the analysis is executed.  

PIER supports the update of cost-of-care rates on an annual basis, or as required by the State, to reflect the current 
actuarial data calculated for the Agency’s population. Through leveraging historical paid claim data, the system can 
recalculate the Average Annual Medical Cost (AAMC) for each demographic and cost category using claims from the most-
recent state fiscal year. This process leverages the most up-to-date information in the cost-effective determination process 
and enrolling members onto the HIPP program where it is economical for the State. 

Exhibit Q-28 illustrates a sample cost-effectiveness–determination process integrated within PIER detailing the estimated 
cost savings for the Agency. 
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8  Medicare Programs ‐ Describe in detail what processes and methods will be used to manage (e.g., identify, calculate, store, 
display, notify) the Medicare Programs (e.g., buy‐in, claw back, Part D). 

 In addition, describe in detail your approach to meet the Medicare requirements stated in Attachment P, Medicare 
Program Section, SYSMOD157‐SYSMOD164. Your response should include the requirement number identified in the 
attachment, followed by your detailed response. 

A8 

MEDICARE PROGRAMS  
HMS’ TPL System Module has robust, well-practiced capabilities to integrate Medicare programs into the overall TPL 
program. With each Medicare Buy-In identification and premium payment, the state shifts costs to Medicare, allowing 
Medicaid to remain the payer of last resort. Savings are generated by identifying members eligible for Buy-In who are not 
receiving the benefit, as well as identifying those members with terminated Buy-In coverage.  

The module accomplishes this by identifying existing and available Medicare coverage for dual eligible members, so the 
State benefits from the resulting recovery and cost avoidance savings. HMS’ PIER application within the TPL System 
Module automates many of the tasks associated with operating a successful Medicare Buy-In program, such as importing 
files, creating cases for dual-eligible members, obtaining the most up-to-date Medicaid eligibility information from the Agency 
system, and flagging cases for review should information change within the case. The national files used in Buy-In enable us 
to leverage our best practice approach with the optimal features and functions within the TPL System Module.   

To have a successful Medicare Buy-In program, HMS has routinely performed the following best practice processes for our 
HIPP clients. We propose to use this approach so that the TPL System Module is calibrated to the Agency’s requirements.  

 Review current processes and identify areas for operational efficiencies 
 Develop a data match integration plan  
 Institute State-specific processes for the Agency 
 Format and transfer Medicare Buy-In results to the Agency  
 Develop and prepare monthly reports 

This approach ensures the accurate submission of monthly Buy-In files and overall Medicare program effectiveness within 
the TPL program.  
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We will configure the BRMS to consolidate data for balancing the TPL System Module with the financial system through the 
integration platform. We use a combination of BRMS business rules and our business process/ workflow solution to 
reconcile financial accounts. We can establish time frames within which we will perform the reconciliation. 

We will work with the Agency to define requirements and configuration parameters to support Agency’s unique financial 
requirements for financial reconciliation. 

  Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No Attachment File Name:  N/A 

9  TPL System ‐ Describe in detail what processes, methods, solutions will be used to manage all TPL programs (e.g., identify, 
calculate, collect, store, display, notify) and the data needed for the TPL programs.  

In addition, describe in detail your approach to meet each of the TPL System requirements stated in Attachment P, TPL 
System Module Section, SYSMOD178‐SYSMOD193. Your response should include the requirement number identified in the 
attachment, followed by your detailed response. 

A9  Answer # 9 

The following responses to requirements SYSMOD178 through SYSMOD193 describe in detail our ability to meet the stated 
requirements. 

TPL SYSTEM  
The HMS TPL System Module and associated recovery management processes are based on industry best practices, 
continuous process improvement, and lessons learned through delivery of projects of similar size, scope, and complexity. 
We have a long and successful record of assisting state agencies recover funds that should not been paid by Medicaid.  

Since the inception of Medicaid TPL, healthcare has undergone transformational change, including the widespread adoption 
of electronic billing, commercial insurer consolidation, narrow commercial provider networks; and other cost control practices 
that can result in cost-shifting back to Medicaid if not successfully navigated. The ever-changing Medicaid environment 
necessitates well-planned design of TPL programs and selection of a strong TPL partner. HMS is that partner. HMS is in 
the unique position of knowing and understanding the small but vital details and issues of implementing and managing TPL 
systems that we have learned through our experience working with different agencies for over 30 years, including 24 years 
working with Georgia Medicaid.  
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DATA AUTHENTICITY 
 Data authenticity is provided through several components. Our integration layer validates whether an external data file is 
allowed in the TPL System Module. If a file of unknown origin is received, it is rejected. We identify and track data issues 
related to valid values, missing data, and invalid data. 

DATA SECURITY 
We apply encryption and Agency-required security protocols and processes. Data encryption protects the integrity and 
vulnerability of data-in-motion across the network. Dedicated devices that control both ends of the data transmission, such 
as routers, can use asymmetric or symmetric data encryption. With symmetric data encryption, both devices use the same 
key to encrypt and decrypt the data. This also protects integrity as the encrypted data cannot be modified without destroying 
the complete contents of the data. Our storage systems use an encryption feature to set up the data encryption license keys 
to encrypt and decrypt data allowing for 256-bit encryption for data-at-rest. 

Our electronically transmitted data solution promotes the security and confidentiality of sensitive and confidential data. 

NON-REPUDIATION OF DATA 
Our processes make sure parties to a transaction cannot deny their participation in the transaction. Our tracking provides 
traceability and accounting of the data and makes it possible to prove the following: 

 The data loaded has been processed only through approved data management processes; and 

 The loaded data is what was received. 

This provides for the nonrepudiation of transactional data received into the TPL system module. Through these methods and 
procedures, the HMS TPL solution protects the data. 

Our strategy standardizes the HMS TPL solution, promotes interoperability and data exchange, and provides guidance 
through a common set of processes, tools, and practices. 
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Our TPL document management system has strong integration capabilities with Appian, which is HMS’ workflow 
management tool. Documents can be retrieved using REST APIs and they can be accessed as well through Perceptive 
Experience, a web version of the document management system. The documents are stored in native format through which 
they are indexed into the document management system. It supports popular formats like Word, Excel, PDF, and TIFF.  

For optical mark recognition (OMR)/ OCR, we employ the built-in capabilities within our Hyland Percept Electronic Content 
Management solution, along with Tesseract OCR and OpenCV. At times, we find it advantageous to contract bulk scanning 
with US-based outside firms. Finally, we are actively exploring the use of our business process/workflow tool Appian, which 
includes some built in OCR capabilities. We have extensive experience in OCR/OMR technology and can support most 
functionality required and provide the best user experience and outcome.  

  Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     Yes Attachment File Name:  Enterprise Content Management Response_ 
System Module Requirements 

14  Hosting and Environments Requirements‐ Describe in detail how your company will meet all the requirements identified in 
Attachment P, Hosting and Environments Section, Requirement SYSMOD122‐SYSMOD123. Your response should include 
the requirement number identified in the attachment, followed by your detailed response. You must provide a response to 
all requirements identified in Attachment P, Hosting and Environments Section. 

A14  Answer # 14 

The following responses to requirements SYSMOD122 through SYSMOD123 describe in detail our ability to meet the stated 
requirements. 

HMS’ TPL System Module is hosted in our secure HITRUST-certified environment. As described further in the RFP 
responses to follow, the proposed module will be hosted in the HMS Richardson, Texas Data Center and in a HMS Disaster 
Recovery (DR) center in Las Vegas, Nevada. HMS’ hosting centers conform to or exceed SSAE16 audits and other industry 
standard certification standards. These data centers undergo an extensive set of standards-based risk assessments to 
ensure they have a low risk of outages and physical risks, such as floods and wind.  

With security of paramount importance, access to the applications in HMS TPL System Module utilizes two-factor 
authentication through a web browser. Additionally, the multi-tiered infrastructure manages encryption at rest and in-transit. 
We will work with the Agency to provide access to these locations for the TPL System Module while abiding by federal, state 
and HMS security policies. 





Attachment Q                                                                         Q-137 
TPL System Module Mandatory Scored Response Worksheet 
Third Party Liability 

Each hosting center is designed to withstand disastrous conditions pertinent to their locations. This ensures that our systems 
and equipment will not go down under extreme conditions. 

As HMS performs on premise hosting, our top priority is protecting the data entrusted to us. Our co-hosted data centers are 
HIPAA/HITECH compliant and HITRUST certified. HMS maintains all data in U.S. domestic regions. 

 Encryption - All data stored in cloud services is encrypted at rest in both operational systems and back-ups compliant 
with FIPS 140-2. Data is encrypted in transit using Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) and other secure 
protocols for all communications between clients and Platform as a Service (PaaS) as well as between PaaS services. 

 Network Security - HMS-managed IaaS firewalls protect cloud service Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) instances, 
where possible. For PaaS instances, all available firewall options are used to restrict traffic to necessary systems HMS 
manages. We operate a three-tiered zone firewall to separate the Presentation, Application, and Data zones in IaaS and 
only open necessary ports between hosts in each zone. The three zones exist in three environments (Dev, Test, Prod) 
and communication between environments is not allowed. 

 Intrusion Prevention and Detection. HMS-managed IaaS firewalls provide intrusion prevention and detection systems. 
Intrusion prevention and detection systems for PaaS are provided by the cloud providers. 

  Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     Yes Attachment File Name:  Hosting and Environments Response_ System 
Module Requirements 

15  Implementation and Acceptance Requirements ‐ Describe in detail how your company will meet all the requirements 
identified in Attachment P, Implementation and Acceptance Section, Requirements SYSMOD124‐SYSMOD128. Your 
response should include the requirement number identified in the attachment, followed by your detailed response. You 
must provide a response to all requirements identified in Attachment P, Implementation and Acceptance Section.  

A15  Answer # 15 

The following responses to requirements SYSMOD124 through SYSMOD128 describe in detail our ability to meet the stated 
requirements. 

HMS’ strong experience in management of state projects ensures the successful implementation and acceptance of the HMS 
TPL System Module, maximizing the outcomes of the project and assuring long-term sustainability of the module itself. As 
explained in the following responses, COTS products, such as ServiceNow for system monitoring and Microsoft’s Azure 
Boards, will aid in preparing and executing the Operational Readiness Tests (ORTs) with the Agency. 























Attachment Q                                                                         Q-148 
TPL System Module Mandatory Scored Response Worksheet 
Third Party Liability 

 

HMS has regular maintenance windows to apply patches, fixes and upgrades. This happens at least monthly, and 
immediately for high-priority fixes/patches. HMS follows the N-1 rule, i.e., we are always either on the latest version or at-
most one version behind. HMS continuously runs scan across the entire solution IT estate to identify any vulnerabilities. We 
use industry standard tools like Rapid7, Nexpose, and Tenable Nessus for vulnerability assessment. We will provide detailed 
release notes for major and minor versions, patches, updates, and fixes deployed to the Development, Test, UAT, and 
Production environments. 

 

HMS will provide the architecture document that clearly shows the service endpoints that the HMS TPL solution exposes 
through the integration platform. It will also represent the message payload format (like XML\JSON) and the type of service 
endpoint. 

 

HMS TPL System Module will accept NPI in all standard transactions/messages following HIPAA guidance. HMS accepts the 
NPI information through the files that we receive from the client and load through our ingestion platform in our databases.  

  Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     Yes Attachment File Name:  Integration Response _ System Module 
Requirements 

17  Operation, Maintenance, and Configuration Requirements ‐ Describe in detail how your company will meet all the 
requirements identified in Attachment P, Operations, Maintenance and Configuration Section, Requirements SYSMOD169‐







Attachment Q                                                                         Q-151 
TPL System Module Mandatory Scored Response Worksheet 
Third Party Liability 

system enhancement pool hours eliminated. The cost of the contract will also be reduced proportional to the cost of the 
unused hours. 

We recommend that the usage of system enhancement pool hours be managed and approved by change management 
process. HMS will report usage and purpose of the usage of system enhancement pool hours on a periodicity determined by 
the Agency. 

  Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     Yes Attachment File Name:  Operations, Maintenance and Configuration 
Response_System Module Requirements 

18  Performance ‐ Describe in detail how your company will meet all the requirements identified in Attachment P, Performance 
Section, Requirements SYSMOD171‐SYSMOD173. Your response should include the requirement number identified in the 
attachment, followed by your detailed response. You must provide a response to all requirements identified in Attachment 
P, Performance Section. 

A18  Answer # 18 

The following responses to requirements SYSMOD171 through SYSMOD173 describe in detail our ability to meet the stated 
requirements. 

The HMS TPL System Module features built-in monitoring, escalation, and resolution to allow for expanded service capacity 
that delivers required performance levels, response times, resolution times, issue prevention and resolution, , and other key 
performance indicators. 

We understand that managing performance is a process of feedback and communication with the TPL System Module’s tools 
and applications, as well as with the Agency and its stakeholders. Where possible, we use automated tools to monitor in real-
time our compliance with SLAs. Not only does this allow us to report current levels of service, but it also allows us to 
proactively react when service levels drift toward non-compliance. Some of the automated tools we use include:  

 Orion SolarWinds® to provide server and operating system resource level availability, as well as monitor the health of 
Java Virtual Machine (JVM) processes  

 Oracle Grid Control/OEM to assist our systems team in monitoring system performance and to adjust resources as 
needed, to reduce contention and maintain optimal performance.  

 Utility Scripts and Reports to monitor applications, including:  








